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David Schuler opens his new record with a spoken word piece that could very well be lifted from The Butterfly Effect ... for the first time. “My whole world exploded when I stumbled upon ...

The Bad Dreamers Ascends Through ‘Space And Time’ On New Album
When Swanson left Burkina Faso to study both biology and anthropology at Bethel, he brought his collection of insects to campus, which he and his classmates actually used in their studies. Now—55 ...

A Home for Beetles, Butterflies, and Beauty in Biology
You may have already seen over the last few months that the LoveReading team adore Salena Godden’s novel Mrs Death Misses Death. We chose it as a Debut of the Month, Liz Robinson Pick of the Month and ...

Debut Author of the Month: Salena Godden
Nikki Renshaw needs to make one thing quite clear. “This isn’t how I design,” says the interior designer. “This is my personal sanctuary. My house is really, really personal.” Then she flings open the ...

Explore designer Nikki Renshaw's charming Kits character home
Dating is hard - no matter what pronoun you use or how you identify. The trans community, specifically, has felt that it is near ...

Best Transgender Dating Sites in 2021
Western nations that were vigorously engaged in the attempted conquest of other parts of the world during the period in which the Butterfly myth has flourished, the past hundred years or so. The three ...

A Vision of the Orient: Texts, Intertexts, and Contexts of Madame Butterfly
Midautumn is an upcoming PC top-down roguelike about Asian diaspora, fighting demons, gentrification, and making rent.

Midautumn Is a Hades-esque Roguelike About Asian Diaspora and Demon Gentrification
New David Attenborough series uses camera tech to show colors as animals see them. They use colors to find mates, scare rivals, and hide from enemies.

David Attenborough's Netflix Series Reveals 'Secret' Colors in Nature
Local author and loving grandmother Colleen Skinner has written a book about grieving the loss of her four-year-old granddaughter, Lillyan Faith Dickerman, and hopes to touch the ...

Local woman writes book on grieving after the loss of her granddaughter
We’ve all been living in a very different world over the past year as the ... Roy’s “Wish My Butterfly Would Live Forever” tells the story of a young girl concerned about the health ...

This photographer’s story about her daughter is tender and yearning
This indeed looks like the future of the iris world for Savannah and Coastal Georgia, and it still is. But there were some unexpected stars that also started blooming called Iris spuria. There was ...

Growing spuria irises like discovering platinum in Savannah garden
As the butterfly of spring emerges from its winter chrysalis ... major who has too many strong opinions about books’ at this newspaper, so I’ve compiled my top picks for Earth Day Environmental Reads, ...

Environmental reads for Earth Day
Microsoft changed the tenor of the console wars when it introduced Xbox Game Pass Ultimate, its subscription service that gives you access to a huge selection of games you can install and play on your ...

The essential Xbox Game Pass games
It's OK if it's the first time you've met renowned Dominican-American writer Julia Alvarez. It doesn't matter if the occasion is a short phone ...

Julia Alvarez to discuss newest work Tuesday at 'Read of The Day'
I wish I also knew like three things about fashion so I could coordinate my outfit to my brand new robin ... each of which you can explore in detail on the Aston Martin Newport Beach website.

The World Needs More Pastel Cars
Clegg made his GB debut at the 2016 European Championships Britain's Stephen Clegg set a new world record in the S12 men's 100m butterfly on ... really clicking on all my events, even the ones ...

Stephen Clegg: British Para-swimmer sets butterfly world record in Sheffield
Instead of journalists and watch enthusiasts flocking to a usually-sleepy corner of Switzerland for the largest and most impressive watch show in the world, this year we're all glued to our ...
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